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What is EVAL?

One of 28 CLAN (Computerized Language ANalysis)
programs available at AphasiaBank

Analyzes one or more discourse samples and displays
25 language measures in a spreadsheet



Why EVAL?

Most of the information EVAL provides is
available using a combination 

of other CLAN programs 

BUT …



EVAL computes all 25 measures in one pass

Simple and efficient method for clinicians/clinical 
researchers

Can use:
short samples 

streamlined transcription 
simplified error coding

Can analyze fully coded CHAT transcripts



GOALS of EVAL

Provide a quick snapshot of language use in discourse

Track changes from initial assessment to post-treatment 
on the same discourse tasks

Compare an individual’s 
performance with a selected reference group

from the AphasiaBank database



The overarching goal is 

to provide clinicians a way
to analyze language samples 

that is not prohibitively time consuming
AND can furnish a window on language usage



Using the information

Identify language problems 
in context 

Guide treatment planning 

Tracking progress

Augment formal testing 



WHAT DOES EVAL MEASURE?

Duration of sample

Total utterances and number used to calculate MLU

MLU in words and morphemes

Number of types and tokens, and TTR ratio

Number  of clauses per utterance

Percentage of words that are errors

Number of utterances that are errors



More EVAL measures

number of words

percentage of words that are:
nouns
plurals

first/third person singular
past tense, perfect, progressive

prepositions
adverbs

conjunctions
determiners
pronouns

number of retracings and repetitions



Can analyze any discourse

Must use AphasiaBank tasks to compare to 
database

AphasiaBank tasks, instructions at AphasiaBank
website

Choices: free speech, picture description, story  
retell, procedural discourse



Two examples 

Compare PWA to control database on “Window”

Compare PWA’s first performance to her later 
performance on the same task, and compare

both to controls



EXAMPLE 1: Comparison with the database

Administer, record and transcribe 
the picture description task (Window)

according to EVAL conventions
(manual at the AphasiaBank website)

In CLAN, run the EVAL program



EVAL options EVAL displays command 



EVAL spreadsheet shows PWA results 
side-by-side with the reference group

It also displays for database:
Mean

Minimum
Maximum

Standard deviation



For PWA:

Code name
Scores on each measure

One asterisk for one SD from database mean; 
two asterisks for two or more SD from database mean 

PWA in this example:
Broca aphasia by WAB, WAB AQ 60.9



Differ by one standard deviation

MLU 
wds

MLU 
mor

tokens TTR % 3ps % 
1s/3s

% past % pro

database 9.7
SD 2.8

11.4
SD 3.3

82.6
SD 29.9

.64
SD .07

9.3
SD 4.9

1.1
SD 1.7

3.9
SD 4.8

10.2
SD 3.6

PWA1 5.8* 6* 35* .51* 2.8* 2.8* 11.4* 17.1*

Time Types Word
errors

% prep % adv % det

database :37 52 
SD 16

.019 
SD .157

9.36
SD 2.4

6.9 
SD 3.3

14.1
SD 4.1

PWA1 1:23** 18** 8.5** 2.8** 0** 22.8**

Differ by two standard deviations



Example 2

Compare the PWA’s performance on the Window task 
at time 1 (e.g. baseline) and time 2 (e.g. post therapy), 

and compare both to the database

PWA’s WAB AQ had increased to 91.2 
And her WAB type had changed from Broca to Anomic



Change in relation to database

time types word
errors

prep adv det

PWA2 improved
-same as 
database

still 2 SD improved
-same as 
database

improved
-same as 
database

still 2 SD 1 SD diff 
from 
database



Change relative to previous performance- Clinical 
interpretation

Total number of utterances decreased from 
time 1 to time 2

But, since her MLU increased, 
that might explain it

More variability in tenses and parts of speech 
and fewer word errors may signal improvement



Summary of what EVAL offers 

Streamlined preparation of discourse samples 
for analysis

Automatic computerized analysis vs
time-consuming analysis by hand

Snapshot of language use in a discourse task

Tracking progress

Comparison to control groups or other groups of 
PWA adds clinical salience to even small discourse 

samples



Cautions

Not a thorough evaluation of language and 
communication -- requires clinical judgment, plus 

other instruments

Short sample of performance on a particular task 
may give insufficient information — using more than 

one discourse task may provide fuller picture



Plans and hopes

Adaptation of CPIDR idea density measure, called 
“density” in CLAN 

Discourse-level measures of content 

Further changes in response to feedback from users

We hope you’ll be interested in trying it


